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international Planetarium Week.

Reed

West Chester State College
West Chester, Pennsylvania

The formulation of a great idea is something like
getting pregnant-all of the fun is in the conception. Later
on the labor begins. The summer 1979 Issue of the
Planetarian contained my great idea for an International
Planetarium Week Celebration. After all, I thought, why
should ((nature's most humorous vegetable, the pickle,
have more status than the planetarium?"
Well, here I am, Chairman of the IPS International
Planetarium Week Celebration Committee. This is my
report. I do not have a committee. I wrote to each IPS
representative in November 1979 requesting that their
organization appoint or suggest a member to serve on the
committee. At the time of writing,J anuary 1980, no
names have been forwarded. Some significant progress has
been made however.
Past President, Don Hall, in his infinite wisdom,
suggested that the celebration should be by the
community in which planetariums serve. This celebration
would then be viewed as a recognition for a worthy
education contribution to the community. This type of
celebration would not seem as self-congratulatory. I
agreed, but I did not see how this could be done. IPS
President Jim Hooks saved the day. He is attempting,
through Senator Jesse Helm, to have International
Planetarium Week recognized by Congress. It will be
down right unpatriotic for a community not to
acknowledge International Planetarium Week if it has the
recognition and support of
Now what should you do? The 1970's have been
labled as the "do your own thing" decade. International
Planetarium Week· will be an extension of that social
phenomena. My experience of more than a decade in this
field has
me that this is the only way "'1..,n£>1~-''''
people operate anyhow.
My suggestions are that you
your
planetarium offerings during the celebration week and
perhaps include "behind-the-scenes" open house tours as
well. Publicize the fact that October
1980 is
offkially International Planetarium Week. It is the
anniversary week of the first public presentation
performed with a projection planetarium. Contact your
local newspapers. Supply them with news releases about
the week, your planetarium, and what you are doing. The
different societies and associations might consider making
buttons and bumperstickers available to members. If your
budget allows, perhaps you could have them
to
include
your
planetarium's
name.
International
Planetarium Week in your area will be as successful as
what you make it.
The last piece of news about International
Planetarium Week concerns the Planetarian, Editor David
Hoffman, has agreed to run a feature story
the celebration in a subsequent issue of the Planetarian.
Since I will be the one to write the article, I will need
materials from the different planetariums that celebrate

materials from
the finest feature story about West
Planetarium imaginable, A post card
planetarium's name on the oal'tic:imltlcln
International Planetarium Week now
"1980 Chases' Calendar of Annual
from Apple Tree
1
48501, $9.95). The
Planetarium Week
e.vents is now your
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When is a moon not a moon ?When it
least that is the conclusion of Lawrence
members of the
I team, who has t"OI"'t:>nTI\/ I'n''lnrlC1I"'i
what constitutes a planet.
When, in the summer of 1977,
toward the outer
of our solar system,
changing astronomical
But that
effects of th i s
detailed pictures of three of the
Galileo in 1610, Soderblom (cited
matter, really, what these bodies are
their size and their composition."
In ancient astronomy, a planet was one of
were visible to the naked eye and that
fashion around a supposedly fixed earth. Because
contrast with the seemingly fixed stars,
to
they were named planetiis 1 (i.e., wan derers"). In
seven planets or "wanderers" included both the sun
Mercury, Venus,
and Saturn.
When Galileo discovered
Copernicus rather than
was
system lies. By
our earth, the way
re-examination
of the concept
astronomers define
as "a non luminous celestial
light from a star, such as our sun, around which it .-a\l,r,I\J,oc
1002). For decades our solar system has
of which have a primary orbit around
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and
primary orbit around one
moon. All of the moons within
secondary orbit around the sun.
If Soderblom has his way, all of that will
that a celestial
is a
if it
such as our sun will become as obsolete as
was one of the seven "wanderers"
any body that is spherical and
a planet; and any
that is
Soderblom's classification system
thirteen Jovian moons, only Amalthea,
moon, which is
more than a
will not be re-classified as a
become a
may be we II and
con"",.-.t,,.... ramifications for the rest of us!
planet, will a lunatic become a
Will the
about the fu i I
rather
honeyplanets rather than
some variation thereof? Will
semantic consequences for poets,
"Shine on Harvest Moon" become
Moon" become "Blue Planet"? Will
become
the
of the
do to the lyrics of the last-named
number of rnnn;,.o".-or'
with moon, few, if any, romantic words rhyme with
Janet and
seem to be a fair exchange for the
croon, spoon, and love's tune!
Il
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THE ADLER

ETARIUM: SITE OF THE 1980 I

FER

Chicago, Illinois

On May 12, 1930, The Adler Planetarium opened to
the public. It was the first modern planetarium in the
western hemisphere and over the next few years millions
of people came to Chicago to see the magical night sky
created by the Zeiss Mark II planetarium projector.
In 1980, The Adler Planetarium will reach its first
half century. In honor of this special anniversary year, the
Planetarium will be the site of the 1980 I.p.s. Biennial
Conference which wi II open Sunday, August 17 and
conclude Wednesday, August 20th. Meeting headquarters
will be the Drake Hotel, located on the shore of Lake
Michigan at the head of Chicago's famous "Miracle Mile."
As a special "anniversary gift" to the members of
the I;P.S., the Planetarium will sponsor an open house
reception and buffet and a two-part symposium, "The
Golden Years of Astronomy," featuring four of today's
leading astronomers in a review of astronomy past,
present, and future.
On Sunday, August 17th, all conference participants
are invited to an open house at the Adler Planetarium.
Tours of the Planetarium will be offered from 1 p.m.
until 7 p.m. and will include behind-the-scenes visits to
the multi-media Kroc Universe Theatre, the art,
photography, technical, and optical shops and the
recording room. There will be opportunities to see the
current Sky Show, "Reaching for the Stars," to view the
collection of antique scientific instruments and to inspect
the Doane Observatory with its 16-inch Cassegrain
telescope and innovative video-camera system.
A welcoming session is secheduled for 7:00 p.m., to
be followed by a complimentary wine and cheese
reception and buffet supper. The Planetarium staff is
planning a special Sky Show for the I.P.s. con ferees at
9: 15 p.m., followed by an observatory session, weather
permitting.
On Monday, August 18th, Dr. Edwin C. Krupp,
Director of the Griffith Observatory and Planetarium and
Lecturer at the University of California, will begin the
"Golden Years of Astronomy" symposium with a
commentary on astronomy, ('Way Back When." Professor
Bart J. Bok of the Steward Observatory, University of
Arizona and "Dean" of the southern sky will then
describe, "How We Were" in the 1930's at the founding
of The Adler Planetarium.
Tuesday's session will open with Dr. George O.
Abell, Professor of Astronomy at the University of
California at Los Angeles, who will describe, ('How We
Are," in contemporary astronomy. Dr. Frank D. Drake,
Director of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere
Center and Professor of Astronomy at Cornell University,
will conclude the symposium with predictions on uWhere
We're Going."
Each sumpsoium session will begin with an optional
luncheon in the Grand Ballroom of the Drake Hotel.

Paper sessions will be held Monday,
Wednesday from 9:00 until 11 :30 a.m. Dr.
Sweitzer is the coordinator for paper sessions.
forms for submitting papers were mailed to members
January and April and should be returned to Dr. Sweitzer
by June 1.
Every effort will be made to accept all papers
submitted and to hold only one paper session during each
scheduled time period. If there are more papers received
than can reasonably be handled in one session, two
concurrent sessions will be scheduled-one for papers on
education and management topics; the other for papers·
on production and technical topics.
Each person will have 15 minutes to deliver his or
her paper-l0 minutes for presentation and five minutes
for questions. Persons who present technical papers will
also be assigned an exhibit space in which to set up and
demonstrate projectors.
In addition to paper sessions there will be a
half-hour session on career counseling.
Tuesday at 6:00 p.m., Carl Zeiss will sponsor an
elegant reception for conference participants high above
the city on the 95th floor of the John Hancock
Since Chicago is a city· of many and· diverse
attractions, Monday evening has been left open for
participants to ('do the town" independently.
After the final paper session Wednesday, there will
be an opportunity to see the giant proton accelerator at
Fermilab and the Elgin and Triton Planetariums or to
Yerkes Observatory and the Rockford Time Museum.
evening at Chicago's Grant Park band shell for a
Park Symphony Orchestra concert can also be
A packet of conference materials including forms
for registration, hotel reservatipns, and paper
was mailed to all I.p.s. members during April, 1980.

Waiter J. Bisard

Department
Central Michigan University

As public audience patrons experience a modern
planetarium program, they are usually exp~sed to
hundreds of various individual audio-visual techniques or
variables which may inspire,
and hopefully,
educate them. The main purpose of this research was to
conduct an experimental study in the public domain of
planetarium programming on a single variable. Another
purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate that a
well-designed and executed research plan could be
conceived to yield sound and useful information with
documentation about the educational effects of a
variable commonly used irT planetariums. A
large planetarium (Abrams Planetarium in East
Michigan) was utilized because it had sufficiently
large public attendance to obtain statistically significant
results.
A variable which all public planetariums employ is
the introductory format used to describe the subject
matter of the program to the audience. The four types of
subject matter introductions which were selected to be
compared
were a written handout, a personal
introduction a slide introduction, and no introduction or
a null intr~duction. Other variables whiCh might have
confounded the results were then identified and
controlled by the design. Most planetariums which offer
public programs usually have a variety of program times
which attract different types of patrons. This practical
and common factor was called IIprogram time" and
constituted a second variable or factor with the three
levels of 8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m., and
afternoon
had to consist of two
programs. By necessity, the
factors rather than the single introductory treatment
which could be manipulated in the course of the
experiment. Therefore, other secondary purposes were to
measure the relative learning of the audiences at different
program times and also to estimate the interaction or
joint effects of both factors acting simultaneously.
The experiment was carried out during one
complete season of a single public program, The Last
Question, written by Isaac Asimov to control ~or the
effects of the particular program on the experimental
results. Initial plans allowed for 60 public presentations
which were randomly assigned to four treatments across
the three program times but a major winter storm
cancelled six programs. This caused the design to have
unequal cell sizes as displayed in Figure 1. The basic unit
of analysis was the individual presentation to a public
audience and the datum for the analysis or the dependent
variable was the mean of the post-test achievement scores
for that particular presentation. Within each audience an
average of 28 patrons (18.5% of the total attendance)
were randomly selected to participate in a post-test. The
mean post-test score was used to estimate the relative
learning of the 12 cells of the design and to collect
demographic data to be used in the later covariance tests.

Thus the study had 54
who had received different
program times.
These styles or formats are
ones utilized
planetariums in all programming. activities. One
was a written handout given to each patron as
entered the chamber and read before the
program.
consisted of various visuals
The slide
graphics explaining the purpose of the program. In
personal introduction, one person
the nature
the upcoming program to the audience patrons after
were seated in the chamber. These three
form'£:).ts were all "active" attempts to
the p,ttron and they all consisted of
information pertaining to the
Question. The fourth format or level of the treatment
variable was the null introduction in which no
was made to
the patron with information about
the nature of the program~
FIGURE
NUMBER OF PROGRAMS
PER CEll OF THE TWO
DESIGN
Introductory Treatments

8:00 p.lli.
0:00 p.m.

Sunday
TOTALS

Research

HVDo~meses

As noted
a factorial
allows the
of both the separate and
effects of two variables or
factors on the
variable. The separate effect
called the main effect and refers in this
to
impacts of
treatments or program times
the achievement score or audience
The
effect was the interaction effect of both factors on the
learning
the audience. Its research
was:
Interaction
There is no
treatment and program
the audience as measured
program.
"'''''''''·.''''ncc>c of the main effects of
factors were:
Time
There is
difference in
measured
between the 8:00 p.m., 10:00
afternoon audiences for a

treatments to the sessions and
the rando'm
the subjects from the audience of each session.
The research design used in this
recommended and acceptable
design"
and
experimental
Experimental and Quasi-Experimental
Research, Chicago: Rand-McNally, 1966).
Stanley (1966) would have described this
as
without a pre-test and with a control group which
have been the null introductory treatment.
Stanley (1966, p. 8) defended this type of
of the best experimental designs in that it controls for
majority of the sources of internal and external
because of the use of randomization:

program.
Treatment
There is no
significant difference in learning as measured by a
post-test of a written program introduction,
personal introduction, slide introduction, or null
introduction in a public planetarium program.
In addition to the research hypothesis of the
interaction and main effects in this experimental design,
two orthagonal contrasts for the program time factor and
three orthagonal contrasts for the introductory treatment
factor were allowed in the analysis. Orthagonal contrasts
are a restricted set of hypotheses formulated as contrasts
will
give nonredundant and independent
which
information and have sums of squares that will total to
the sums of squares between the groups. The sum of the
products of the coefficients of the orthagonal contrasts
will equal zero. These c~:mtrasts are needed because
rejection of the above main hypothesis of either factor
implies that at least two of the three or four means of
the levels of the program time or treatment factors may
be significantly different. Mere rejection of these
hypotheses would not tell which means differed
significantly, whi Ie the mUltiple-comparisons procedures
are required to determine which of the sample means
show large enough differences to permit the conclusion
that the underlying populations are significantly different.
With regard to the program time factor, the mean
achievement scores of the Sunday audiences were
contrasted with those of the 8 :00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
audiences, while the mean achievement scores of the 8 :00
p.m. and 10:00 p.m. audiences were contrasted against
each other. For the treatment factor, the mean
achievement scores of the audiences who experienced the
null introduction were contrasted against each other. For
the treatment factor, the mean achievement scores of the
audiences with the personal introductions were contrasted
with those of the audiences who underwent the written
and slide .introductory treatments, while the mean
achievement scores of the audiences who had the written
introduction were contrasted with those audiences who
had the slide introductory treatment.
Research Design
The model used to test the above research
hypotheses and upon which the analysis of this study was
based assumes that each mean achievement score of a
sample ffrom each audience was made up of five parts.
These parts or effects are the grand mean of all the mean
achievement scores, an effect due to the introductory
treatment, an effect due to the' program time, an effect
due to the interaction of the program time with the
introductory treatment, and an" error term which would
be the difference of the actual mean achievement score
and the su m of the four other parts or effects. If the
above null hypotheses were true, then the sums of the
two main effects and the interaction effects would each
vanish. This model assumes that the mean achievement
were randomly drawn from normal populations
are
variances and the different
These criteria have been satisfied as much as
the random assignment of

While the
embedded in the
in education and
essential to true
psychological reasons
"knowing for sure"
control groups were
" before the differential
experimental treatment.
the
adequate all-purpose assurance of lack of
biases between groups is randomization. Within
limits of confidence stated
the tests
significance, randomization can suffice without
1
p.
pretest. (Campbell and
FIGURE
RESULTANT PROGRAM SCORES
OF THE TWO FACTOR DESIGN AND
THEIR CELL MEANS AND STANDARD
Treatment
Program
Time

Written

Program
Tl

Mean
Personal
T2

Null
T3

8:00 p.m.

6.86
7.12
7.42
7.12

7.32
7.63
7.48
7.43
8.65

7.93
7.71
8.03
7.00

5.84
6.37
6.42
6.73
6.12

Mean

7.13

7.70

7.67

6.30

.23

.54

.46

.34

10:00 p.m.

7.50
7.29
7.21
6.81

7.23
7.53
7.52
8.04
6.62

7.52
8.04
7.15
7.96
8.00

6.21
6.94
7.03
6.91

Mean

7.20

7.39
.52

7.73

6.77

.29

.39

.38

Sunday

6.50
6.56
6.59
6.22

7.38
6.27
7.86
7.60

7.61
6.85
7.26
6.16
7.44

4.89
5.83
6.29
4.76
5.09

Mean

6.47

7.28

7.06

5.37

.17

.70

.58

.66

6.93

7.46

7.48

6.10

s

s

s

Mean
Treatment
Score

7.18

7.31

Mean
7.,
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Research Resu Its
An overview of the implied results was obtained by
consideration of some preliminary statistical data. The
individual post-test scores of the random sample of
audience members were tabulated and averaged for each
audience. This average achievement score of a single
program which used a particular introduction constituted
one achievement score and was the only dependent
variable utilized to measure relative audience learning. The
achievement scores in each cell, the cell mean, and the
cell standard deviation are displayed in Figure 2. When
these data were plotted in graphs of achievement score
versus program time and introductory treatment, several
generalizations were suggested. (See Figures 3 and 4)
Figure 3 is a graph which implies that the type of
introduction to a public planetarium program does affect
the educational outcome of the program. Specifically} the
post-test achievement scores with the null introduction
(T4) turned out to be consistently less than the other
introductions tested at all program times. The scores
obtained with the written program introduction
(Tl)
ran ked third after the personal or slide introductions
(T2,T3) at all program times. Furthermore, there was very
little difference between the achievement scores of those
programs with the personal and slide introductions.
The achievement scores for Sunday programs in
Figure 3 indicate that a personal introduction was far
superior to no introduction. The 8:00 p.m. scores showed
a similar relative ranking of the four introductions as the
Sunday audiences (in the order of personal, slide, written,
and null) but was higher in score for every introductory
type. There was also evidence from the standard

7

deviations and ranges of the scores
variability and spread among the
p.m. audiences for all
Sunday patrons.
it
learned less well with
exhibited higher
and more
than other audiences. It was
public
program affected
impact of the program, but more
audience which attended the program at a
probably influenced the relative
effects.
The above achievement score contrasts
variations for different program times with each of
four introductions are further
4.
the difference of the average
score of a cell and the
mean versus
type
introduction for each of the three program times.
quite obvious that the null introductions
relatively lower scores in all three groups,
Sunday audiences.
When statistical inference was
many of the above
assessments which
largely based on the
results of program
achievement score averages were demonstrated
statistically significant. Statistical inference
to use because the research
randomization of treatments to programs and random
selection of subjects to be surveyed within the audiences.
Without these randomizations, the basic
the inferential statistical
would not
be true and any inferences drawn
be invalid.

FIGURE 4
DIFFERENCES OF
PROGRAM SCORE AND GRAND MEAN SCORE
FOR DIFFERENT INTRODUCTORY TREATMENTS AND PROGRAM TIMES
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The above preliminary statistical analysis was not
sufficient since it did not specify which treatment(s) and
time(s) were significantly superior with regard to the
learning by the general public during a planetarium
program. Therefore, the following statistical contrasts of
specific treatments and program times were used to
investigate the data.
collecting demographic data about
the patrons completing the post-test, an Analysis of
Covariance (Ancova) and a multivariate analysis could be
utilized with the basic data in Figure 2 to yield more
informative and powerful results.
Ancova consists of measuring specific antecedent
variables or covariates which may yield more predictive
power of the dependent variable of achievement score
through regression techniques. A regression is performed
between the covariates and the dependent variable so that
new or adjusted values of the dependent variable are
obtained. An Analysis of Variance (Anova) is then
performed on the adjusted means and variances. When
two or more covariates are utilized, multiple-regression
techniques must be employed. In addition, it is assumed
that within each popu lation the covariates and the
dependent
variable
are
approximately
normally
distributed. Ancova is an extension of Anova which
utilizes regression techniques to give more precision in the
analysis.
The technique of multivariate analysis with
particular orthagonal contrasts was utilized and the results
are displayed in Figure 5. The number of contrasts
allowed was one less than the number of levels in the

factor. Thus there were two time contrasts
treatment contrasts
this
One
time contrasts examined the difference between
scores and all others or the combined 8:00
10:00 p.m. scores and concluded it to be
second contrast was devised to see if there
significance in the difference of the scores of the
p.m. and the 10:00 p.m. audiences and no
difference was found. The first treatment rr>.-.'tI"Clc1listed in Figure 5 compares all three types
introductions to the null introduction and this
resounding significant difference which indicates
of the introduction to planetarium audiences. The
contrast examined the statistical difference between
personal introduction and the other two
introductions which utilized a written program
handout and a slide presentation and this contrast
result in significance. The last treatment contrast
Figure 5 examined the statistical
difference in the achievement scores of the written
the slide introductory treatments and detected
slide introduction was
to the
treatment.
No statistically
interaction
introductory treatment and program time was found.
resu It verifies the same type of conclusion
4
non-interaction that was
preliminary statistical
all audiences
lower and
learned less with no introductions.
Sunday audiences always learned less than the 8 :00
and 10:00 p.m. audiences with all treatments
appeared to learn the most when a
was utilized. All audiences scored lowest with the
and the
program compared to the
introductions. The statistics reveal that
average scores obtained with the post-test)
10:00 p.m. audiences scored
the same
on the
and slide treatments. The
in the
of
education and
their
population. Since
museums, science centers,
many of the educational
some of the

r""CL,o<'I1i

conclusions and i
relate to the
are not

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

three active
of a written
personal, and slide introductions are all
the null introduction.
to
The slide introduction is
program introduction.
The personal introduction is
to the
program introduction.
The
personal
and slide
approximately equal.
The null introduction will result in not
learning of subject matter but more variable

FIGURE 5
STATISTICAL RESUL TS OF THE
Source
Main Effects:

SS

df

MS

23.4217

5

4.6843

20.9121

.0010

6.5895
6.4387
.1508

2
1
1

3.2948
6.4387
.1508

14.7089
28.7063
.6723

.0010
.0001
.4169

No

16.8322
14.4564
.3730
2.0028

3
1
1
1

5.6107
14.4564
.3730
2.0028

25.0478
64.4527
1.6628
8.9295

.0010
.0001
.2043
.0047

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Time Factor
1,2 Vs. 3
1 Vs. 2
Treatment Factor:
1,2,3 Vs. 4
1,3 Vs. 2
1 Vs. 3

6

.3170

1.4134

.2323

No

11

2.3022

10.2777

.0010

Yes

Residual

9.4080

42

.244

TOTAL

34.7317

53

.655

5
Time Factor

Definitions
Source
SS
df
MS

F
P

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

16.

Yes

1.9020

Explained

8.

P

25.3237

Interaction

7.

F

Source of Variation
Sum of Squares
Degrees of Freedom
Mean Square
Observed Statistic
Probability

wider range of learning will result.
The audiences of different program times may learn
significantly different amounts.
The Sunday afternoon audiences learn significantly
less than the 8:00 p.m. or 10:00 p.m. audiences.
The th'ree types of audiences who attend the
Sunday
8:00 p.m.; and 10:00 p.m.
programs have population compositions which range
from lower to higher age and educational level. This
population difference may manifest itself in a wider
range of learning for these program times.
The 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. audiences did not
statistically differ in their relative amount of
learning from the planetarium presentation.
There was no significant interaction of introductory
treatment and program time.
Audiences at all program times learned less with no
subject matter introduction.
Useful research can be conducted with public
presentations if the research design is well planned
and presented in a constructive manner in which the
patrons are made to feel useful or helpful without
being threatened. Blending the research techniques
with the main program may assist in this regard.
Experimental research and supportive demographic
material can be conducted and obtained In a public
the
planetariLlm ;etting without adversely
patrons' attitudes and attendance.
Planetariums
should
utilize
subject
matter
introductions in their public presentations to
maximize learning.
Planetariums should carefully consider and select
appropriate subject matter introductions which will

1
2
3

8:00 p.m. Programs
10:00 p.m. Programs
Sunday Programs

Treatment Factor
1
2
3
4

Written Program introduction
Personal Introduction
Slide Introduction
Null Introduction

17.

18.

19.

acquire and hold the
attention to facilitiate
learning from the
presentation. This calls
more compulsive or compelling
techniques as opposed to those introductions
are relatively more
Planetariums should measure and consider
traits of their audiences at different
the public program.
program ti mes in
Planetariums should not assume that all their
audiences will
the same
matching the program with the estimated audience.
Modification or even substitution of a
program may be necessary to maximize learn
the audience of a
program time.
flexible
for
suggests
more
Planetariums need to foster more evaluation
research which is well
to verify the best
techniques for
that are available
in the

Our
is
colonize space. This
forces
extension of the human curiosi:y of nature
people to become aware of their relation to the cosmos.
The overall goal of planetariums is to
science education about this
step for the
race. Knowledge of the methods and means of science
necessary for understanding astronomy and the space
sciences. The quality of the
should be commensurate with their
construction. To insure that the
planetariums is of the

profession must foster a basic awareness of the value of
evaulation. Evaluation and its research process should be a
continuous process and any programming should not be
complete without some formal manner of evaluation.
Evaluation within the planetarium profession has
been miniscule, especially in public programming. School
programming evaluation and
is comparatively easy
because of the direct connection with education and the
homogeneity of the groups. The teachers who bring their
classes to the planetariums desire their pupils to learn
specific testable facts or concepts while school
administrators 'who fund such
want substantiation of
their educational value. However, a very small fraction of
the total planetarium school programming effort is
formally evaluated and its value is usually only verbally
substantiated. This lack of solid verification in school
becomes very apparent during stringent
financial times when difficult budget decjsions have to be
made by schools. More reliable support cou Id be found if
planetariums
a set of written common
backed by well-designed experiments as to the unique
educational capabilities of planetarium experiences.
Public
m programming presently faces a
different and more direct dilemma. There are some
to strictly divide public
who believe that it is
programming
its entertainment,
or
educational
This type of analysis will be fatal for
the majority of the planetarium profession because it
detracts or modifies the initial and basic goal of the
planetarium which is educational in nature. Planetariums
should not compete with the recent spectacular science
fiction movies and their dramatic and expensive
audio-visual effects.
should adapt those techniques
SKY NOTES-Contined fro,ill p. 24
of the tape are eliminated. Comparing digital to our
conventional analog recorders is comparable to the
practice of assigning telephone numbers to phone
subscribers rather than trying to locate them by a
description of their
characteristics. The loudest
sound of a full
orchestra is over 30,000 times
as loud as the softest sound it can make. This represents a
dynamic range of over 90 dB. Modern analog records
exceed 60 dB (a range of about 1000 ti mes).
recording can deliver that full range-and with
literally no distortion. How can you distort a number?

Enough of this number business. What does it sound
like? The first digital discs are out and they are great.
Because of the major label support in most cases, we will
not see the large increase in
associated with
Direct-to-Disc
classical recordings and jazz will be at the
forefront of the revolution. On Telarc (and unfortunately
at $17.98) we have a real contender. Lorin
Maazel conducts the Cleveland Orchestra in
"Pictures at an Exhibition." This music has
all the fire power you would expect, and the digital
reveals every detai I as
never heard it
that is).
before (on a
feel that an even more
Red Seal"
from
II

research within the
relationship between
science fiction theme for a
if the educational

if the patrons don't return
attendance
financial support. The
aimed toward
must
This experimental
the
aspect of planetarium research
attention relative to its

demonstrates that useful information can be
and
the patrons of

research on
introductory
common
other areas in
hopefully, this type of
for other studies to utilize.
conducting

the

Orchestra

Concerto for Orchestra.

major label and a
the new
record is
Red Seal
detail of
captured wi th the utmost
to
this record. In one stereo store we
that could track it
your

our own values.
And

new
of the music we
programs.
sound will not save poor use
it will only make it worse. I
you will
these new
(I
you should be aware
them). And, I
will continue to
and
to older
With
our
is
chamber a more memorable and

A

THE

David R. Alexander
Associate Professor of Physics
Wichita State University

The opening of the Omnisphere Earth-Space Center
in Wichita in the fall of 1976 has demonstrated the great
public interest in astronomica.l objects and events. For the
last three years, this city-operated planetarium has been
successfully informing the public about the nature of the
universe we live in, which in turn affects our perspective
of man's position in the universe. Virtually every public
show has sold-out and school groups must be scheduled
months in advance. In its first year of operation, fifty
thousand
attended Omnisphere programs and
attendance is now approaching the one hundred and fifty
thousand
There are, however, natural limitations to what can
be learned from
of celestial
the only way to fully appreciate the
appearance of a celestial object, such as a comet or a
distant
is to view it
a tel(~SC()De
astronomical
with a
also removes some
of the aparent
from the conclusions reached by
astronomers-direct observation
out both the
about the
subtleties and the limitations of our
universe. For many
"hands-on" DvnC"-'D"ra
for
It is for this reason that I
be created to serve the citizens of
County with a
stable
located outside the Wichita
for
of
would
faint

with

compromise between the need for a remote site
skies and an accessible site for
The construction and
will be supervised by an
This six-member board will

assu re cI ose
observatory during
The
3,000 square feet.
equipped with a fourteen
capable of
as well as
architect's
The

a smaller
for celestial

frustrations
to construct and operate

able to
in a project that none would have been
able to undertake
to support
The
and county have
the costs of constructing and equipping the
up to a total cost of $249,500. The school board and the
university have agreed to support equally the annual
operating costs of the facility_ The county has
additionally
to provide a five-acre site for the
observatory on county-owned land near Lake Afton. This
site is located about fifteen miles from the southwest
edge of Wichita. This location represents a reasonable
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Figure 1
This map of the Wichita area shows the location of the
Afton Public Observatory. The Omnisphere and Wichita
University are also shown.

telescope. The television system also will allow the
telescope operator to monitor the telescope and make
small guiding corrections without interrupting public
viewing. Videotaping equipment will provide at least some
alternative for programs scheduled on cloudy nights. In
the future, it is hoped that TV monitors can also be
placed at remote locations, for example, schools, the
Omnisphere, or at other public events.
An outdoor observing pad, with wind and light
screening, also will be constructed. Permanent pedestals
will be provided for the university's eight 8-inch
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes, as well as space for several
other portable telescopes. This space will be utilized by
the university's introductory laboratories, for star parties,
and to instruct groups of people in telescope operation.
"'1"~.1"Tllnfl

and Programming

The operation of the observatory will require a staff
of three persons. A half-time Director, who is a
professional astronomer, will be required for program
development and administration. A full-time Assistant to
the Director will be responsible for conducting most of
the public programs, as well as maintaining the equipment
of the observatory, while a half-time graduate student
assistant will assist the permanent staff in the observatory
activities.
The staff of the observatory will organize a regular
schedule of open public viewing sessions at least five
times a week as well as facilitating the activities of area
amateur astronomers and students. Public programs will
be of several different types. Some public programs will
be organized around a particular astronomical theme, for
example, planets, stars and clusters, nebulae and galaxies,

igure 2
This figure is a preliminary architect's drawing, showing both the
exterior of the building and an interior floor plan. Prepared by
David A. Haines.

or star birth and star death. Other programs will be
houses" where a variety of interesting
School groups and other organizations will be
to make field trips to the observatory for
programs. Special programs will be
for
astronomical events, such as the appearance of
meteor showers, or eclipses.
Following the evening public
also will be available on a reservation basis for individual
amateurs or university students. After
rigorous training program any individual can be checked
out to use the telescope to
observations he or she may
extended visual observations,
research projects using electronic instruments. An
observatory staff member would be available to
assistance, if needed.
Through this varied programming it is
the Lake Afton Public Observatory will serve the
astronomy needs and interests of the
Wichita, Kansas area. Because these interests take a
of different forms, we will attempt to adapt the programs
and facilities of the observatory to better serve the
NOTICE
If any readers have had
with
observatories or are now operating one, the author of
report would like to hear from you. Of particular interest
is your experienc with specific
television
systems, and program formats. Please address
coorespondence to: Dr. David
Department, Wichita State University, Wichita,
67208.

Plaine1tarium as

In

several U. S. NASA offices
and other

which

and Education Services
Branch.
The Chief of this new office is Curtis M. Graves.
of his
Graves outlined many of the current
domain in
remarks to
at the
II Encounter held at Caltech on July 8, 1979.
He noted that the
which furnishes
types of services at different NASA centers as
well as
services to educators closest to
centers remains in effect.
As most
who have requested help from
or one of the regional
Headquarters in Washington)
"lead centers"
NASA is very much inclined to
help them in every way they can. Graves said,
"Planetarium people are a receptive audience. They wish
to learn more about the universe so they may share it
I am excited about sharing new
with others.
NASA information with this group."
Graves said the planetarium educators mailing list is
a
list." The list of names and addresses used is
now Planetarum Directory Number 8, 1
compiled by
Bill lazarus and Tom
and issued
IPS (lSPE).
If not
this
one should
contact
as not to miss out on any of the
a Voyager I
issued. For
other itGms is on its
at the time of

Congressional mandate
educational services.
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which

is

the

source

of all

NASA

F or over a year
implementing
or other local agency
space information program
close to a NASA
contact him at
as well
for tables and
exhibits are

handle more
like
like
occupation )"
evolved. Nine career
fifteen more are
students and their parents
when you

Satellite-related Educators' Conference
Cleveland in December, 1978, at the
Information Center.

from
NASA

Educators
in Volume 7); teacher
programs
at different regional centers (70-80/year); an active
science fair program which seeks out
aerospace projects and
student winners
nonschool programs
to meet NASA
scouts, senior
gifted
organizations; an active
by regional centers,
of course, the
program
many NASA films.
Of the approximately two million documents which
NASA publishes
many are for educators and the
general public. The Report to Educators
lists
"Recent NASA Publications" which are of educational
and general interest. Two recent items which should be of
interest to
and
be recommended by
are: Elementary School Aerospace Activities:
EP-147, Stock No.
A Resource for Teachers 1
033-000-00693-4 (this is an
of the excellent
Lincoln Plan of the 1
and Educator's Guide for
Mission to Earth: Landsat Views the World 1979, Stock
No. 3300-00735-3 (this interdisciplinary booklet for
and senior high teachers is intended as a
companion to Mission to Earth: Landsat Views the
SP-360, Stock No. 033-000-00659-4). The publications
can be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office,
20402.
The exciting Lunar Sample Education Project, under
the direction of James Poindexter at the Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center, was reviewed in the
1
issue of The Pkmetarian (((Focus on Education," pp.
19-20). See the September, 1979 issue of The Science
Teacher for a discussion of one comprehensive program
utilizing the disc of lunar
("The Moon Came to
Each of the
centers has distinctive research
characteristics which result in unique educational
Ames and
with their emphases on
research are continuously sponsoring encounter
conferences for educators and disseminating information
about discoveries. Ben Casados, Director of Public
does not use the IPS catalog
Educational Services at J
or any other prepared mailing list to send invitations to
miSSion update mailgrams, or other
information. He requires that interested planetarium
educators and others contact him and show interest
and materials. Curtis Graves
Tn/InIAl/YIn advice
to planetarians: "One can learn the
hottest things from Ben Casados. Get in touch
and stay in touch with him."
Casados describes his office at JPL as nan outreach
with much support from the center directors."
Although Ames is the official regional center for an
11-state area, Ben's 3-person staff can assist with field
at J
telelectures, slide duplication, and contacts
with an active speakers' bureau of 30 scientists. It seems
that
should not overlook the possibility of
contacting these and also scientists at other NASA centers
in
exhibit
for the latest information and
and
narration of parts of
programs and tal ks in
with particular program

The 20th
anniversary of rnnlt",rpnrpc
Lakes Planetarium
Institute of
education
Summers is
Kitmacher to
and
Howard observes from

Goddard's research centers on worldwide tracking of
unmanned spacecraft and basic astronomy. Dr. Nancy
Roman and many other astronomers are part of the
Goddard speaker's bureau.
Johnson is noteq for its work in the manned
spaceflight program, including astronaut training. Johnson
is popular with tourist and special-group visitors. And
Johnson has the lunar sample program.
Kennedy attracts the largest number of tourists
(two million/year), many in conjunction with launches of
spacecraft. Kennedy is famous for its'vertical assemblies
and rocket displays. There is an educators' resource room
here.
Marshall associated witlr the Alabama Space and
Rocket Center, incorporates tours as well. Dynamic
testing of the Space Shuttle and experimental work
concerning space colonies are the chief research areas of
Marshall. Marshall has an educators' resource room.
Langley conducts aerodynamic research emphasizing
external air flow and is involved in design and testing for
use of solar energy. A complete "solar house" may be
toured next to the visitor information center.
Lewis also is a center of energy research, having
solar and windpower testing facilities. Aerospace
dynamics, cryogenics, and metals are other interests of
this diverse center. Lewis is unique in having the most
comprehensive educators' resource room. Individual slides,
complete slide programs (covering meteorology, the Space
Shuttle, meteorities, model rocketry, and general
aviation), video cassettes of most of the NASA films
(%-inch tape) and 4-minute film clips of a variety of
topics, and audio cassettes of many topics will be copied
for interested educators. Film for slides must be
purchased from Lewis ($2.50/36 exposures), but all video
and sound cassettes must be brought or sent in to the

resource room. Specifically-requested literature in
room's files will be copied free of
include
aeronautics, astronautics, chemistry,
and computer sciences, engineering, energy
and conversion, earth resources, meteorology,
biology, aerospace medicine, lunar and
exploration, astronomy
and
space
colonization, and even space art. There is a reference
section which includes science journals and
The Visitor Information Center, where the resource room
is located, has a school and special-group tour program,
which is adjusted to different levels and interests.
Addresses for each of the centers discussed are
below.
Curtis Graves noted that models are so
($18,000 for 19 Space Shuttle models recently
that their loan is not a NASA service. But
may be
viewed and photographed in many of the visitor sections
of NASA centers. And the real thing, termed
may in many instances be obtained for exhibit areas of
planetariums and other educational institutions. The
Smithsonian and NASA centers cannot find space for all
the space paraphernalia, and yet there is a
mandate to preserve one-of-a-kind space artifacts. Graves
invites planetarians to contact him if searching for a
particular type of artifact for
Currently much
excess material, even entire airplanes, is in storage at the
Johnson and Kennedy centers.
Graves reminded Voyager II conference
including many planetarians, that encounter conferences
and other NASA educational services have been rr"",>",r,i-c.rI
as a direct result of another
expand human knowledge of space
disseminate that knowledge in the most

Displays at NASA Visitor Ihformation Centers feature space
accomplishments. (Left) A prism-entrapped moon rock stands out
in a cove of illustrations which the visitor can read or hear
described via individual telephones. (Right) An astronaut's suit
draws almost as much attention as the lunar sample.
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BOOK R
E. Q. Carr
Herkimer BOCES Planetarium

ICE AGES-SOLVING THE MYSTERY by John and Katherine Palmer Imbrie
Enslow Publishers, 1979
Short Hills, New Jersey 07078

Dr. John Imbrie and his daughter Katherine have
written a scientific detective story. It is a most
satisfactory work and it has all the sense of the discovery
of ice ages through Agassiz, James Croll, Milankovitch
analysis and the CLIMAP project begun in 1971. The
culmination of CLIMAP was an article in Science
Magazine of December 10, 1976, "Variations in Earth's
Orbit: Pacemaker of the Ice Ages" by Hays, Imbrie, and
Shackelton which clearly demonstrated that the major
climatic changes were caused by astronomical variations,
and that the 41,000-year and 23,000-year climatic
followed systematically behind variations in tilt and
precessions. There is no currently accepted theory of why
the 100,OOO-year cycle of orbital eccentricity appears so
strongly impressed on the climatic record of the last
half-million years.
Why should this be of interest to planetarians?
Three reasons . . . the first, the analytical
digital computers for a frequency
of the L..,J.,nJ'.r
and 41,000-year
which show the 41
climatic cycle la\gged the variations in axial tilt
years. In 1941, Milutin Milankovitch'. a Serbian

mathematical traveler
who led the way to
"These causes
that
brought about
planets . . . it
natural science and to outline
the mathematical tools
the laws ruling the universe _ . . 11
School Planetariums should be at
of
astronomy_
The second reason,
the motions of earth?
The third reason

Continued

the world. In a
the greatest
further attempt
the J
was received in real time in Mexico with
1
commentary.
For
of some of
NASA's
including a few written
and an opportunity to make a
a
between NASA educational services
ago and now,
to
Educators"

Center

.and History of Modern

New York
197-201.

NASA Lewis

Brahe said that those who
space have
God for a teacher. Today NASA and planetariums
Him out.
Benito Casados
Public Educational Services
Jet Propulsion Labs
4800 Oak Grove Drive
CA 91103
213-354-2337

NASA
Curtis M. Graves, Chief
Educational Services Branch
NASA
Washington, DC 20546

FROM
Charles f. Gronauer

P. O. Box 3457
<;;.., . . ,<;;" La, Florida 33458
(Editor's Note: This article was
included as
Appendix 7 of Mr. Gronauer's Master of Arts in
Archi tecture thesis, "The Planetarium: Its
Functions, and Architecture with Applications for a
Proposed Addition to the Florida State Museum."

During the research for this report, I wished to calculate
the actual distortion of the starfield image experienced
viewers in different locations in the theater. Included are
graphs, generated
hand
of the distortion
one experiences
different distances from the
center of the theater. For the purposes of the calculations
and the graphic resu Its, it was assumed that a 50'
diameter dome was
and the
locations are
axially located from the last row of the theater to the
closest row to the projector. The variable "y" is the
distance of the viewer from the outer wall of the
chamber. Six feet intervals were
two
rows of seats.
The graphs represent a flat projection of an
earth-type spherical coordinate system which is projected
on the dome
a projection device at the center of the
theater. The distorted pattern seen
the viewer in each
location is drawn so that the viewer's point of view is the

center of the coordinate system of the
evident by the apparent movement of
away from the actual zenith of the
spectator, the
one gets to the
more distorted will be the
irregardless of the accuracy of the
star fields and constellations would not appear to
this di?tortion, due to the lack of
scale images, the distortion is still there.
It is
that the
used to compute the data
of
programmed on a large computer,
plotting the larger magnitude stars. In this way the
sky could be compared with the distorted
the planetarium, to further evaluate the need for
accuracy by the planetarium
since no one
perceive the star field without distortions unless
actually sat on the n .. r~'c>.rTr"·

further information
the 1055 page report, write

F R

N F R

RIB

a copy of

or

to Mr. Gronauer.l
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
All materials submitted will be considered. Contributions should relate to one or more of
following: planetarium activities and/or education, astronomy or space sciences.
Articles, reports, plahetarium programs, letters, technical comments, guest
items of
humor, pictorials (black & white) or selected planetarium facilities and general news relating to the
planetarium/astronomy community is published. (This list is not all-inclusive.) The Planetarian will make
the final decision as to appropriateness of material submitted.
All material should be submitted directly to the Executive Editor. Contributors will be notified of
acceptance, rejection, or need for revision within a reasonable
1/2
11" paper.
The manuscript should be typed free from errors,
Strikeovers and other markings are to be avoided. Use the first page to show the
au thor's name,
complete address, and exactly how the byline is to appear. Begin the text on the second page. Place all
legends for figures on a separate sheet at the end of the manuscript, and enumerate in the text where
each figure should be located. Place all tables in the manuscript in their appropriate locations.
Photographs must be b-lack and white, on 8 x 10"
paper. DO NOT mark or label on
photographs. Labels referring to a part of a photograph should be indicated on a separate sheet or
onion-skin overlay.
Line drawings, charts, and similar drawings (excluding halftones) should be drawn with dense black
(preferably India)· ink with a high carbon content. If only printed copies are available they must be
equal to the above specifications.
duplicated on electro-static type duplicators are not acceptable.
DO NOT SUBMIT COLOR WORK of any kind.
REFERENCES should appear in the body of the manuscript by the Author's last name and the
date of the publication, e.g.: (Nelson, 1
with full references listed alphabetically at the conclusion
of the manuscript, giving author's name, year, title, publication, volume, number and pages.
Nelson, Arnold, 1972. Distance Concepts in Astronomy_ Planetarian 1, No.2, 56-58.
Adherence to these instructions will be appreciated.

ANNOUNCEMENTS-continued from page 1
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heard, read, and
seasons, it is very disturbing that the
influenced to accept the predictive powers of

FIC

Sincerely,

Announcement of Conference
The 91 st annual summer conference of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacifi~ will be held (jointly
with the Western Amateur Astronomers) from July 7 to
12, 1980, at the University of Arizona in Tucson.
The meeting will include:
~
a technical symposium on the importance of
ground-based astronomy in the space age
~
a day-long workshop on incorporating astronomy
into the elementary and high school curriculum
(credit avaUable through University of Arizona)
~
guided tours of the Kitt Peak and Multiple Mirror
Telescope observatories
~
a series of non-technical lectures on new
developments in astronomy
~
two sessions of papers by and for amateur
astronomers
For more information, please send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to: Summer Meeting, A.S.P., 1290
24th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122.
(Background information: The Astronomical Socrety of
the Pacific, founded in 1889, is an international
non-profit organization whose aim is to increase public
understanding of astronomy.)

*****

We're sure that by this time the planetarium
community is tired of dealing with the Christmas show.
In fact, many of us would like to put the show out of its
misery, permanently. Howev'er, after reading several
scripts and seeing other planetarium productions, we must
make a statement about the astrological implications of
the triple conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn.
For eleven months of the year we debunk astrology.
We present entire shows disproving the subject. We even
debate astrologers. Then during the Christmas season, we
rely on astrology for THE answer.
It makes us cringe when we read a script or see a
show that gives creditibility to the "fact" that the Wise
Men may have been astrologers. By seeing the triple
meeting of Jupiter and Saturn in Pisces, they "knew" a
king had been born in the land of the Israelites.
If we imply this was indeed the Star of Bethlehem,
we are not being consistent in our battle with astrology.
Furthermore, some recent studies of the Christmas Star
show that a total explanation may require new ideas and
a slightly different time frame.
If you are planning to redo your show for this
December, please remain consistent in your attack against
astrology. On the other hand, if you are going to rerun
your old show, make qualifying remarks at an appropriate
point in your program.
We are sure many planetariums run shows that
make statements against astrology. From what we've

!It
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Carl J. Wenning
Planetarium
Illinois State
Normal, IL 61761
Jeffrey L. Hunt
Waubonsie Planetarium
Waubonsie Valley
School
32W310 Route 34
Aurora, I L 60504

We urgently require some
regarding staffing of a major
Management requires a memorandum
complement considered basic in a
descri pti on of each posi ti on.
Our foyer, workshop, and office floor area has
found inadequate as is the case with our
staff complement and we
to start
of our board.
situation at the very next
If you find time or can pass this request
someone in our society who has this information
available we would
an
We are also trying to obtain a copy of a paper
at the 1978 I
conference.
Sky Farquhar"
Your assistance will be
Thomas

University of the Witwatersrand
Yale
Milner Park
Johannesburg, 2001

I am
Planetarium:
issue of the Planetarian.
Abrams
note, somewhere in
next issue or
that anyone interested
obtaining the show described in my article should
to me at the following address:

Abrams Planetarium
Michigan State
East
MI 48823
517-355-4676
Thank you.
David Romanowski
Staff Writer

,
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Since my last few articles have been on slides, I
would like to continue on this line just a bit more.
I have found still another source for panoramas.
Norton Scientific is still in operation, although it is no
longer associated with O. R. Norton. The company is
located at 4390 Bridle Way, Reno, Nevada. They have a
number of panoramas available ranging from the Moon to
Mars (10 slides), to Cape Canaveral (5 slides). They are in
the process of changing the name of the company and
processing a new catalog. Speaking of Mr. Norton, he has
formed a new company called Science Graphics, Inc.
They are located at P. O. Box 17871, Tuscon, Arizona
85731. They have taken a new approach in their
organization. They currently have two catalogs and are
preparing still a third. Catalog #SG101 is devoted to
Stellar and Galactic astronomy while catalog #SS101 is
Solar System astronomy. The third catalog has not been
released yet (as of October 1979) but when it is it will be
devoted to Planetary Geology. The new approach I
mentioned before is that both Norton Scientific and
Science Graphics are no longer making material
specifically for planetariums but rather for the classroom.
However, they are still applicable to the planetarium and
from what I have seen, they are better than ever.
Hansen Planetarium has just sent out their new
catalog, "Astronomical Publications from the Hale

Planetarium of the Rochester Museum and
died on November 8 at the age of 34.
joined the Strasenburgh staff in July 1968,
just a few weeks before that facility opened to the pUblic.
During the intervening eleven years, he was responsible
for the design, construction and maintenance of the
hundreds of special-effects projectors used in the
planetarium's
shows.
Jerry
frequently
attended
planetarium meetings with other members of the
Strasenburgh staff to share information on special effect
design with his colleagues. He was also a key member of
the instructional staff for the Planetarium Production
Techniques Seminars offered in Rochester for the past
two summers.
is survived by his
Linda, and 14-year-old
daughter, Debbie.

Observatory." It lists slides,
that are available through them.
discount on orders of $25 or more.
exclusive wholesale distributor of
publications, the Hansen Planetarium can
materials only to non-profit educational institutions
as planetariums, museums,
astronomy
clubs, and religious organizations.
O.
Tersch Enterprises of
Springs, Colorado 80901, has some
besides the usual ones. Such slides as astronomical
historical slides, and many more.
The Jet Propulsion Lab has
minute slide-tape program. This one is
of Voyager I" and has been
the
Observatory for J PL/NASA. The
a 10-minute
slides from Voyager I plus a
narrated tape. Those interested in obtain ing a copy
4800 Oak
write to the Jet Propulsion
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103 and make it to the
of Mr. Ben Casad as, Educational Coordinator.
~

~

~

A correction has been
to my attention.
Volume 7, Number 4, TECHNAM iCS should
TECHMA TICS.

Donald S. Hall

Strasenburgh Planetarium
Rochester, NY

Editor's Note:
This article is an adaptation of a speech the author
gave at the October, 1979 meeting of the Great
Lakes Planetarium Association in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Don Hall is the director of the Strasenburgh Planetarium
of the Rochester (N.Y.) Museum and Science Center, and
was president of IPS during 1977 and 1978.
Your first audience is the most obvious one and is
the people who come in your round room for shows, and
those that don't, but might, if you made them an offer
they couldn't refuse. I might as well digress immediately,
and tell you an interesting experience with making offers
people can't refuse. You would thin k that a pair of free
tickets to a planetarium show would be such an offer,
and I would have thought so too, in the days when I was
young and foolish. We did a telephone survey of several
hundred people some years back and asked them if they
had ever been to the planetarium. When we found
someone who said, "No," and there were many, we asked
if we sent them a pair of free tickets would they use
them, and the answer to this question was "Yes" in
almost all cases. Of the hundreds of tickets we mailed
out, only five percent were used.
At a later time we gave out several thousand free
tickets to the freshman class and transfer students at the
University of Rochester. Attendance is usually rotten at
our place in early fall anyway, and we hoped that this
action might "prime the pump" for attendance for the
next four years of college. This time, we got back 11
percent of the freebies. Better, but still not good.
From these cases and similar ones, I have reached
the conclusion that the planetarium is not for everyone.
Much as I hate to admit it, I guess that I have to. In my
own case, for example, you would have to give me both
free tickets and a substantial amount of cash to get me to
go to a baseball game. An Englishman was taken to his
first baseball game by his American host and he
commented, "There's a lot less to this than meets the
eye." When you take all the spitting and scratching out of
baseball, there isn't in my opinion, much left. OK, so if I
don't like baseball, it must be that there are people who
don't like planetariums. Our job, then is not to drag these
people, kicking and screaming, to our shows, which
they'll hate anyway, but to do a good job with our
regular visitors, so they'll come back, and to try to
motivate the borderline cases to come for the first time.
Most of the people who will try it, will Ii ke it.
Which brings me to Hall's Law of Familiar
Situations. Take, for example, Howard Johnson
restaurants. They are successfu I, yet not all that
wonderful. My theory to explain this is the Law of
Familiar Situations. When
and you see a Howard
Johnson's you know
what is in store for you.
You know the menu
the
what the waitresses

will be wearing, what the color scheme
and where
but not
restrooms are. The food will be
you're willing to trade that to be in a familiar situation.
A planetarium is an unfamiliar situation for
people. Do you look through it? Do
have fish
plants there? How can they be open in the
it's light?
However, if you can get these
with
find that if you're doing a
programming, they'll be back. Now to get them
the first
on your
show) and word of mouth about what you're
audience surveys
show word of mouth
one of the top three information sources
when asked how they found out about the
The second part of getting an audience is to make
yourself as accessible as
psychologically. Physical
includes how to
your building-we're set back from the street by
able amount, especially
with the
out near the sidewalk
either side of us, so we have a
which helps direct attention our way.
Think about your own
and
you're seeing it for the first time. Can you find it
Do you know
from a
street or
what
which door to take to get in? When
Signs, or someone to greet you, or what? You
give some
to architectural barriers that your
have for the old and
handicapped. Can these be removed or circumvented?
In terms of
does your
plant seem
a first-timer? Are your shows
frequent
shows every
every night, weekends
more shows
the better unless you find
the
and are
too few
many
shows.} Your schedule should be
the year and from year to year.
know
consistent schedule is one way
what to expect and
of every
them this. Do you take
your show schedule before the
method of
Can a person call at any reasonable hour and find
schedule
your show schedule? Is your
at your ticket booth?
terms of
audience
let me
Hall's Law
and
except
most

more, we have seasons.
quiet months include
and
ones May and December
you give a Christmas show}. After having messed around
with
to stimulate attendance for 18 years, I have
to get people to come at dead times.
There is some resistance to planetarium attendance,
or something, that just
transmitted by the water
not want to come to the planetarium in
If you run a
promotion during that
may do well, but probably would have done
better for the same amount of effort or cost during a
time.
In the summer of 1
we made a careful study of
TV audience demographics, then
time on the
programs that we
were watched by the
we
wanted to tell about the planetarium. We didn't spend
money 011 TV advertising, we invested money and had
the best summer we have had in four years. So forget
about trying to get a few more people to come when
don't want to, and instead spend your time getting a
lot more people to come when they do want to.
Let's turn away from audiences in general and talk
about specific audiences. The obvious one' for a public
planetarium is the audience for the public show. Since
this group makes up two-thirds of attendance in
Rochester, they get two-thirds of the staff time. We
a lot of effort in making the public shows as exciting and
interesting as we can. But in addition, there are lots of
other audiences to be served. School groups, for example.
In many planetariums, school groups will be the majority
audience and the general public takes the back seat. Your
efforts need to go to the majority-which may bring
about the situations of the kids liking the shows that they
see, but their
parents seeing something less than
which has been put together in a hurry.
This awkward situation is a hard one to change,
where the influential group is a
(I thin k that
South Africa is troubled from time to time by this
let's look beyond schoo! and public groups
to see who else is out there that NEEDS to come to the
planetarium. One answer is pre-schoolers. A pre-school
program is one of the best investments you can make in
terms of staff time. If you gear the show for the threeand four-year-old child, you will automatically have a
completely new audience every two years and won't have
to change the show until you're sick of it and can't force
to talk about "Mr. Moon" any more.
Pre-schoolers are very special people and the show,
or
you present to them have to be'specially written
and produced with their needs in mind. For example, no
flashes of
and sudden
into total darkness.
Unless, of course, you have waterproof seats and carpet.
If you don't give a
show and are
motivated to try it, get some preschool teachers to
you in putting the show together, test it with a couple of
groups, re-arrange it, and let all the nursery schools in
your area know what you've got, then stand back.
Similar to pre-schoo! shows are family shows. We
used to watch the crowds in the lobby on
and
the families with
in to see our show on Radio Astronomy, or some other
J

and wonder what
adult-level
of it aiL Maybe you, like us, have Hno
rule, or
similar, for your
family groups are either
up,
they can't all get into the show. A
the answer. Put it on at the times
family groups, let the
in
it simple, but not sappy, and you
will do better than the
show it .,."n.'''''.n''
how about
you do a
of show has been a
part of the cultural life
the show was roc,,',,-n.. ,,'"
iocated in their ~~.~"''''~~'''/,~rI
at all, they
where you are.
very cautious first
version of the ((Star of Christmas" made
only through the schools. After some years
part of the schoo! program
may be a
for the program to be offered to the
SOB (that's «Star of
school show.
Do you offer a show
members of the deaf
interested in
version of your
than just not
limited
that the

the outside

caps? If you have
just put the kids in one of the
careful! Even if
know that

you'll never be
groups you can think
show. Some will
show for slow
ti me-consu ming Ii ke a
business to make
aware
environment, and you have to make
available,
and fun.

------------------------------------------THE GLOBULAR CLUSTER

While the effect is relatively simple to construct this
motorized mirror can be used to provide some startling
3-D like effects.
To start with you'll need the standard Edmund
Motor Base, #71,118 for $3.95. This needs to be bent
approximately 15 0 from the perpendicular.
Next you'll need a motor. I would suggest the 1
RPM motor 60,734 for $12.95. This is a bit high to pay
for a motor but it does come with a hub that
accommodates wheels with V4" center holes. It also comes
with a 6 foot cord and is ready to plug in.
You will also need the 6 x 6 Flexible-Backed Glass
Mirrors #60,816 for $3.75. If you plan some other uses
for the mirrors (i.e., mirrored balls for your disco) you
should get the larger section of mirror, #71,260 for
$10.95.
Finally you need a piece of plexiglass 6 x 6 that has
a V4-inch hole in the middle.
The trickiest part of the construction is to put a
very slight concavity into the plastic. I did this by using a
pie tin that had an uneven bottom. Probably a well-used
pan can serve the same purpose. I placed the plastic on
the bottom of the pie pan and placed it in a preheated
oven for 10 minutes at 400 degrees. (I was using V4" clear
plexi.) Time may have to be modified for thinner or
thicker plastic.

After you remove the pie tin let the whole
cool for several minutes. The plastic retains the heat for
quite a while.
While the plastic is cooling you can remove the
center four mirrors from the middle of the 6" x 6"
of flex mirrors. This is done to permit the V4" hub
through it and to tighten the wing nut.
Now glue the mirrors onto the plastic. When the
glue is dry, assemble the whole thing.
Now you are ready to project something into this
mess of mirrors, all precisely curved to some obscure
focal point.
The slide you need to project is one you make
yourself. Take a piece of exposed Kodalith that has been
developed; mount it into a slide mount and using some
kind of pin or tack poke holes into it. While a random
pattern y relds good resu Its don't forget that you are
striving for a simulation of a globular cluster. This has
hugh concentration of stars in the middle and then
decreases with distance.
. After your slide is complete simply project the slide
into the mirrors and position the projector and the mirror
mount so that the image is on the dome. What you will
see is a 3-D like globular cluster that will seem to move
into itself.
Obviously you can project other things into this
motorized mirror. The results may
you.
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BOOK REVIEWS-continued from page 16

GEARED TO THE STARS (The Evolution of Planetariums, Orreries, and Astronomical Clocks)
by Henry. C. King, in collaboration with John R. Millburn
University of Toronto Press
33 East Tupper Street
Buffalo, NY 14203
What does Copernicus' De Revolutionibus and
Newton's Principia have in common with Henry C. King
and John R. Millburn's Geared to the Stars? The answer
is that none of these books are exciting enough to be
read in a weekend. The details presented in each book
take them out of the "popular" and into the "heavy"
reading category. All of these books, however, are classic
contributions to the understanding of a field of
intellectual endeavor. Geared to the Stars is the
culmination of an extensive literature search and physical
inspection of the numerous astronomical machines and
clocks that have presaged the modern projection
planetarium. The result is a beautifully illustrated and
comprehensive reference work.
Anyone who has ever authored a research paper will
appreciate the depth and breadth with which the authors
have researched their subject. Their thorough investigation
of the development of instruments that present
astronomical information and demonstrate astronomical
concepts also serves as a vehicle for an enlightening
investigation into the lives of the artisans who produced
these instruments. Particular attention is also placed upon
the development of adult astronomy education as it
relates to the development of demonstration orreries and
finally to the projection planetarium.
The major portion of Geared to the Stars is devoted
to astronomical clocks and orrery type instruments,
including such familiar ones as the Greek Antikythera
that was salvaged from the Aegean Sea in 1901; the
Astarium of Giovanni de Donti; the town hall
astronomical clock in Prague, and the astronomical clock
of the Strasbourg Cathedral. The discussions are .clear and
interesting except where they go into the particulars of
the mechanisms that drive clocks. The reader who is
interested in horological details would
this opinion.
Surprisingly enough, there is one major clockwork
that has been ignored. This is the Centenary Clock of
lier, Belgium, which is also one of the most complex
clocks in Europe. The Centenary Clock tower has 70 dials
in all, 13 on the outside and 57 on the inside. Inside the
clock tower is a smaller clock that has 93 dials and 14
animated figures including nine females who jump up and
down on the nine planets to show the relative effects of
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gravity on the different planets. This clock was
display at the 1939 New York World's Fair.
is the mention
To the authors'
the Aaron Willard Jr. Amerioan-made orrery
possession of the Chester County Historical
West Chester, Pennsylvania. The
orrery, which is in a small local museum and
is indicative of
had only one literature
caliber of research that went into
Geared
the ~\tars.
The last chapter of Geared to the Stars
that will be of the most interest to those
planetarium profession. It is
Projection," and includes a
such instruments. The names of Walther Bauersfeld
Armand
of course,
prominently in the
narrative. The Morrison Planetarium of the
Sciences in San Francisco, the planetarium built
Korkosz brothers for the Charles
Planetarium
Boston, and the Goto and Minoita
also properly included.
The reader will also be irrllnrg:>":c,,o.rl
instruments mentioned in the text that are in
possession of the Adler Planetarium. Many of these
hosted
probably be on display at the IPS
1980.
Adler Planetarium in
It is customary for book reviewers
mistakes and inaccuracies in a book as a
did indeed
and
read the book.
343 of Geared to the Stars states that
Planetarium
in
1950. This event
12, 1930.
took place on
It is also a standard
to find some fault
the reviewed book. This reviewer's
Geared to the Stars is that it
As
quotations in a
"Nka bu
Geared to the Stars is a
source
for
astronomical
instruments, and those devices that
development of the planetarium. As
it deserves. a
place in a
and most
should be
associated with
planetarium installation.
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Jane P. Geohegan
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
I once got an award! It was from none other than
Norm Sperling, now an Assistant Editor for Sky and
Telescope magazine, then at the Duncan Planetarium in
Princeton, NJ.lt is reproduced below:

planetarium. His place reeks of the free potato
and orange drinks!
Phil Groce, interviewing people in front of his Brest
Planetarium in Jacksonville, FL, to passerby: "What
do you thin k of UFO's?"
Answer: "They're OK, but you could still get
pregnant." (? UFO's; maybe he thought IUD's?)

Norm is clever; don't let this get past you. M-27 or
_,;,.....-_ _ _ _ _ _ . Get it?

OVERHEARD:
-t:r

*

*

Robert Tate, of Harper Planetarium in Atlanta, GA,
received a letter: "Dear Mr. Astronomer, can you
send me a picture of the Andromeda nebula, but
from a different angle?" The "astronomer" turned a
negative over, printed it and sent it to the pleased
student.
Jack Dunn of Mueller Planetarium knows when an
arriving group is on a "package tour" of Lincoln,
Nebraska: state capitol to potato chip factory to

Anxious lady visitor to Jim Hooks, IPS President of
Robeson Planetarium, in Lumberton, NC: "Does
moving the planets in the planetarium affect my
horoscope? "
Jim's rep.ly: "No, but it will affect your sex life!"
Another
"Question-Not-to-Ask-in-the-Planetarium:
"Now, using your star maps, let's try to find
Gemini. Find something that looks like two people,
side by side. Are they standing up or lying down
together?"
PI..
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